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American Airlines
SPEED believes in SPEED®
American Airlines quality service at
very competitive prices. The expertise
of handling any shipment regardless
of its weight & size & state, effectively
& efficiently, is another advantage.

Product Description

Specialized SPEED® American Airlines Services Include:
We've been ready to share our knowledge of promoting worldwide and recommend you
suitable products at most aggressive selling prices. So Profi Tools supply you most
effective value of money and we've been ready to produce alongside one another with
Professional China SPEED® American Airlines, International Express, Our goods love
excellent popularity among the our clients. We welcome consumers, small business
associations and good friends from all parts with the entire world to contact us and look for
cooperation for mutual advantages.
Professional China China Express, Freight, Aiming to grow to be by far the most
professional supplier , we keep researching on the creating procedure and raising the high
quality of our principal products. Till now, the merchandise list has been updated on a
regular basis and attracted customers from around the globe. In depth data can be
obtained in our web page and you'll be served with good quality consultant service by our
after-sale team. They're planning to let you to get complete acknowledge about our goods
and make a satisfied negotiation. Small business check out to our factory in Uganda can
also be welcome at any time. Hope to obtain your inquiries to get a happy co-operation.

§ Airfreight Scheduled Consolidations to East Africa( Entebbe, Dar Es Salam, Nairobi,
Kigali, Bujumbura, Goma)
§ Scheduled shipments for West African destinations ( Accra, Abidjan , Luanda, )
§ Export/Import /Re-export customs clearing agent/Broker
§ Perishable Imports/Clearance/Delivery handling including the entire municipality/health
clearance ( FIRS )
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§ Sea/Air & Multimodal Handling
§ Dangerous Goods Handling including the UN Packing & obtaining Civil Aviation
Approvals for Carriage
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